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This paper is a continuation of [7]. The purpose of [7] was to set up, in 
the context of reductive algebraic groups, a theory of “generalized Schur 
algebras.” A special case of our construction gives the Schur algebras 
S(n, r) studied extensively in [lo]. We concentrate here on the Schur 
algebras themselves and show that our construction yields new results in 
their representation theory. By means of the Schur functor (see [ 10, 
Chap. 6]), we obtain new results in the representation theory of the sym- 
metric groups. The main results are as follows. The Schur algebras S,(n, r), 
defined over a principal ideal domain R, have finite global dimension (see 
also [ 1 I). Over a field or complete valuation ring R, every finitely 
generated projective S,(n, r)-module has a Weyl module filtration. We 
prove the irreducibility of the socle of certain Weyl modules (see also 
[15]). We describe a connection between weights of projective indecom- 
posable modules for the Schur algebras in terms of the involution on 
irreducible representations of symmetric groups given by tensoring with the 
sign representation. We show that, over a complete valuation ring or a 
field, every Young module for a symmetric group has a Specht series, in 
particular the projective indecomposables have Specht series. Finally, we 
show that, for r <n and a complete valuation ring or field R, the blocks of 
the Schur algebra S,(n, r) are given by the rule embodied in Nakayama’s 
conjecture. 
The notations and conventions are as in the first part of this work [7]. 
1. GENERAL LINEAR GROUPS 
For a positive integer a we put _a = { 1,2, . . . . a}. Let G be the general 
linear group scheme over Z. The coordinate ring of G is Z[X,, S], the free 
polynomial ring in n* variables X, (i, i E 3) localised at 6 - ’ = det (Xii). We 
refer the reader to [6,2.7] for properties of G and its representation 
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theory. The polynomial ring A(n) = Z[X,] is a subcoalgebra of Z[G] and 
admits a coalgebra decomposition 
co 
A(n) = 0 4% r), 
r=O 
where A(n, r) is the Z-span of the monomials in the X, of degree r. Let /1 
be the set of n-tuples of integers and let A+ be the set of 
A.= (A,, A.,, . . . . 2,) E /1 such that I, > 1, k . . . B 1,. For each 1 E n there is a 
rational T-module Z,, where T is the diagonal torus of G (see [6,2,7]). 
Let R be a principal ideal domain and consider now the group scheme G, 
obtained by base change. Let V be a G,-module which is free of finite rank 
over R. As a T-module, I/ admits a unique decomposition, 
where V” is a direct sum of copies of R, = R 0, E,. We say that I is a 
weight of I’ if V’ # 0. Let rc be a subset of n +. We say that such a 
G,-module V belongs to rc if every 1 E /i + which is a weight of V belongs 
to rr. For i E n-l let cli = si - si+ i, where ei, sZ, . . . . E, is the canonical basis 
of A. We introduce the dominance partial order < on A: we write I < p if 
p - 1 is a sum of ais. A subset rr of n + is saturated if whenever ;1 E 72, 
7cefl+, and p < A we have p E K. Note that if K is an algebraically closed 
field, n is naturally identified with the character group of the torus T,, n + 
is the set of dominant weights (with respect to the lower triangular Bore1 
subgroup B, of GK), and the notion or saturation agrees with that defined 
in [7, 2.11. 
Let rt be a saturated subset of n +. For a G,-module V which is torsion 
free over R we define O,(V) to be the sum of all submodules which are 
finitely generated and belong to K. For A E n + we let dn be the R-rank of 
the induced module Y,(n)=@(G,/B,, R,) (see [6, 2.6,2.7]). Then dA is 
independent of R (see [6,2.6(2), 2.7(l)]). In particular, taking R = @, dn is 
the dimension of the irreducible Gc-module of highest weight Iz. Now let 
x=n+(n, r), the set of 1= (A,, A,, . . . . I,)E/~+ with A,,20 and 
#I, + i, + . . . + 1, = r (the partitions of r into at most n parts). It is easy to 
check that A.(n, r) (i.e., R 0, A(n, r)) is contained in O,(R[G]). Thus we 
obtain that the rank of A(n, r) is at most CIEn 4, by [7, (2.2c)], taking R 
to be an algebraically closed field. However, by Wedderburn’s theorem 
[ 10, (2.6e) Corollary, (3Sa) Theorem (i)], the dimension of A,(n, r) is the 
sum of the 4 (A E n), so we have: 
(1.1) The R-rank ofA,(n, r) is Zlsn 4. 
Since A,Jn, r) < O,(R[G]) we have: 
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( 1) A J n, Y) = O,(K[ G] ) for an algebraically closed field K 
by ( 1 .I ) and [7, (2.2c)]. Suppose we have a homomorphism R --f K into an 
algebraically closed field K. Regard A,(n, r) (resp. A,(n, r)) as a G, x G= 
module (resp. G,xG,-module) in the usual way (see [7, 2.21). Then 
A ,(n, r) is isomorphic, as a G, x G,-module, to the module obtained from 
the G, x G.-module A,Jn, Y) by base change. Hence, we have, by [6, 
2.6(6), 2.7( 1); 7, (2.2a)] and ( 1) above: 
(1.2) A,Jn, r) has a good G, x G.-module filtration with sections 
Y,(1)@ Y,(A*), lEA+(n, r), each occurring exactly once. In particular, 
A.(n, r) has a good G.-module filtration with (A.(n, r): Y,(J)) = di. for 
1 E A + (n, r) and 0 otherwise. 
We now set about improving (I). Let K be an arbitrary field and L an 
algebraically closed field containing K. Then O,(KIG])L embeds in 
O,(L[G]). Thus 
dim, O,(K[G]) Q dim, O,(L[G]) = dim,A,(n, r) 
by (l), but we have dim,A.(n, r)<dim,O,(K[G]) since 
A,(n, r) < O,(K[G)). Thus dim, A,(n, r) = dim, O,(K[G J) and we get 
A,(n, r) = O,(K[G]). Now take K to be the held of fractions of R. Then 
A,(n, r) = A,(n, r) n R[G] (since R[G]/A.(n, r) is R-torsion-free) and 
hence equal to O,(K[G])nR[G], which is O,(R[G]). We have shown: 
(1.3) A,& r) = OJNGI). 
We now obtain the following: 
(1.4) The Schur urgebra S,(n, r), dual to the coalgebra A,(n, r), has 
global dimension bounded by 2 ’ IA+(n, r)l. 
The argument of the proof is that of the proof of [7, (3.2d)]. The 
finiteness of the global dimension of S,(n, r) is also proved by Akin and 
Buchsbaum [ 1 J, using explicit resolutions. 
Matrix transposition defines a morphism G, + G,. The associated 
comorphism C [G] --f @[Cl defines, by restriction, a morphism 
Z[G] -P Z[G], taking Xii to X,, (i,je,) and 6 to 6. By base extension we 
obtain an R-algebra map R[G] + RIG], and we denote the image of 
f E R[G], under this map, by f ‘. Now let A4 be any G,-module which is 
free over R on a basis {m, , m,, . . . . m,}. Let r: M+ M @.R R[G] be the 
structure map. The dual MO = Hom,(M, R) may be regarded as a 
G,-module with structure map z”: M + &I(’ @.R R[G] satisfying r”(m,) = 
xjEa CX~@~; (i E a), where (a,, CQ, .. . . a,> is the dual basis and 
r( mi) = cjS D m, @ f,t (i E a), The G.-module MO is called the contravariant 
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dual of M (cf. [lo, 2.71). For J. E /1+ we set V,,, = YR(J)‘, the Weyl 
module of highest weight il (see [ 10, pp. 64, 651). As a GR x G.-module, 
the Schur algebra S,(n, r) is isomorphic to A.(n, r)’ (see [lo p. 35]), so 
we obtain, by dualizing (1.2) contravariantly: 
(1.5) S&r, r) has u G, x G.-module filtration with sections 
VA,, 0 Vi’,R? 1 E A+(n, r), each occurring exactly once. In particular, 
S,(n, r) has a left G.-module (and hence S,(n, r)-module) filtration with 
sections V,,,, II E A +(n, r), and V,,, occurring exactly dA times. 
2. GENERAL LINEAR GROUPS AND SYMMETRIC GROUPS 
We shall now take R to be a local, principal ideal domain which is com- 
plete with respect o the &?-adic topology, where M is the maximal ideal of 
R. This is done to take advantage of the modular theory of coalgebras due 
to Green [9, Sect. 21. Let K be the field of fractions of R and F the residue 
field, which we suppose is of prime characteristic p. For 1 E n +(n, r), let 
L(il) be the socle of Y,(n), an irreducible G,-module (and hence A,(n, r)- 
comodule) of highest weight 1. For A, p E n + (n, r), d,, denotes the com- 
position multiplicity of L(A) in Y&). Recall that dAA = 1 and d,, = 0 unless 
~1 B A. Let JF(l) be the injective envelope of L(A) as an A,(n, r)-comodule, 
and we regard JF(A) also as a G,-module via inflation (see [7, 1.11). By 
[9, (2.4c)], there is an A,,Jn, r)-comodule, say JR(n), which is a summand 
of A,(n, r) such that JR(n),gJ,(l). We regard JR(n) also as a G.-module. 
For a homomorphism R + L, into an algebraically closed field L, the 
G,-module JR(n), is isomorphic to a direct summand of A,(n, r). Hence 
JR(l)l. has a good filtration by (1.2) and [S, Corollary 3.2.51. Hence JR(n) 
has a good filtration by [6,2.7(l), 2.6(2)]. Since L(I) is absolutely 
irreducible [lo, (3.5a) Theorem (i)], we obtain from [7, (2.2h)l: 
(1) JR(n) has a good filtration and (JR(n): Y,&)) =dPl, for 
&u~E+(n,r). 
We shall use: 
(2) For 1, p E n + with A $ p we have Ext.&,( Y,(n), Y,&)) = 0. 
With R replaced by an algebraically closed field, the statement is true by 
[S, Lemma 3.2.11. The result for an arbitrary field follows from the Univer- 
sal Coefficients Theorem [3, 1.18(i)]. It follows for R from the result for K 
and F as in the proof of [S, (11.5.3)]. Let A’(n, r)= {r,, . . . . z,}, with the 
labelling chosen so that zi < ri implies that i<j. Now (1) and (2) give: 
(2.1) J= JR(A) has a filtration 0 = J,, J1, . . . . J, = J, with J,/J,- 1 
isomorphic to a direct sum of dTiA copies of Y,(7,), for 1 < i < s. 
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Let RR(A) be the projective indecomposable S,(n, r)-module with simple 
head L(1). Since JR(A) is a component of A,(n, r), the contravariant dual 
JR(A)’ is a component of A,(n, r)‘, which is isomorphic to S,(n, r). Hence 
J,(A)’ is a projective indecomposable S,(n, r). Hence JR(A)” is a projective 
indecomposable S,(n, r)-module. It follows from (2.1) that Y,(I) embeds 
in JR(A) and hence JR(A)’ z RR(A). Thus the contravariant dual of (2.1) 
reads: 
(2.2) P= PR(A) has a filtration P= P,, P,, . . . . P,, 1 =0 with Pi/Pi,, 
isomorphic to a direct sum of d,,). copies of Vr,,R, for 1 < i d s. 
We now assume r < n and let G(r) denote the symmetric group on 1. We 
denote by fR the Schur functor from Mod (CR) to Mod (RG(r)), 
where Mod (G,) (resp. Mod (RG(r)) is the category of G.-modules 
(resp. RG(r)-modules) which are finitely generated and R-torsion-free. 
For VE Mod (GR), fR V is he u-weight space V” of V, where 
w = (1, 1, . ..) 1, 0, 0, . . . . 0) E A +(n, r). We view V” as a G(r)-module as 
follows. Identify G(r) with the subgroup of G(R) = G&(R) consisting of 
the monomial matrices which fix _n\r. Now V is a G(R)-module, and hence 
G(r)-module, moreover G(r) permutes the weight spaces of V according to 
the natural action of G(n) on A. Since G(r) fixes w it stabilizes V” so V”’ is 
naturally an RG(r)-module. 
Let f =fF and G = G,. We want to use the following: 
(2.3) Let V, V’ be G-modules belonging to 7c = A+(n, r) and let V, V 
have good filtrations. Then the natural map Hom,( V, V) + 
Homc&V,fv’) is injectiue. 
By a local finiteness argument we may take V, v’ to be finite dimen- 
sional. By the left exactness of Hom,( V, -) and induction on dim I/‘, we 
may take v’= Y,(p), for some PE ,4+(n, r). By right exactness of 
Horn&, V’) and induction on dim V, we may take V= Y,(A), for some 
I E A +(n, r). This special case is essentially covered by [4, 3.7 Theorem] 
but we shall not use this here. There is an epimorphism E@” -+ Y,(A) by 
[lo, (5.la)] (Y,(A) is isomorphic to the module denoted D,,, in [lo], by 
(4.8e)), where E is the natural G-module. Moreover, E@” is isomorphic to 
the right weight space OAF(n, r) of A,(n, r) (a direct summand of A,(n, r)) 
by [lo, (6.4f), 2.7 Example 1, and p. 35, line - 11; hence there is an 
epimorphism from A,(n, r) to Y,(A). Hence Horn& Y,(A), Y,(p)) embeds 
in Hom,(A,(n, r), Y,(p)), so it suffices to show that Hom,(A,(n, r), 
YhL)) -, HomGcrj(fAF(n, r),fYAp)) is injective. Now Y&) embeds in 
A& r) (e-g., by the construction of D,,, in [lo]). Thus 
Hom,(A,(n, r), Y&L)) embeds in End,(A.(n, r)) and it is enough to 
prove that the natural map End,(A,(n, r)) + End,(,,(A.(n, r)“) is injec- 
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tive. Every 8~Hom,(A,(n, r), F[G]) maps into A,(n, r), since A,(n, r) 
belongs to x and O,(F[G]) = A,(n, r). Thus End,(A,(n, r)) is isomorphic, 
as an F-space, to Hom,(A,(n, r), F[G]), which has dimension 
dim A&n, r), by [lo, Proof of (l.Sa)]. For each 5 E S,(n, r) there is an 
element ‘pe; EEnd&n, r)) defined by ~~(a) = a. 5, for a E A,(n, r). It follows 
that each endomorphism cp of A,(n, r) has the form (Pi, for some 
{E S,(n, r). Now if (pE, is in the kernel of the natural map 
End,(A,(n, r)) * End,(,,(A,(n, r)w), we get (A,(n, r)O) (5 = 0. As noted 
already, the left module WAF(rz, r) is isomorphic to E@‘; hence OAF(n, r) is 
a faithful left SF(n, r)-module, by [lo, (2.6~) Theorem (ii)]. By the right- 
handed version of this result we must have C: = 0, and the natural map 
End,(A,(n, r)) --* End&OAF(n, r)) is injective. This completes the proof 
of (2.3). 
Let 1 EA +(n, r) and let G(1) be the corresponding Young subgroup of 
G(r) (see [14]). Let MR(A) be the RG(r)-module induced from the trivial 
RG(r)-module. We have &4,(n, r) z AIR(l) by [ 10, (6.3b)l. 
(2.4) Let 1, p E A + (n, r). The natural map Hom,(“A&, r), 
#LA,(n, r)) + Hom,(,,(M,(A), M,&)) is an isomorphism. 
Now ‘A,(n, r) and “A,(n, r) have good filtrations by (1.2), [S, 3.2.51 
(and [6, 2.7(l), 2.6(2)]). Thus the natural map is injective and it suffices to 
check that the dimension of domain and codomain agree. We have 
@A,(n, r) = A,(n, r) n “FCC] = O,(F[G]) n PF[G] = O,(“F[G]), where 
“F[G] is the right p-weight space of F[G]. It follows that the inclusion 
Hom,(“A,(n, r), “A,(n, r)) + Hom,(‘A,(rz, r), “F[G]) is an isomorphism. 
Moreover, PF[G] is isomorphic to the G-module induced from the one- 
dimensional T,-module F, of weight ~1. By Frobenius reciprocity we 
therefore have that Hom,(“A.(n, r), p’A,(n, r)) is isomorphic to 
Hom,,(‘A.(n, r), F,) and so has dimension equal to dim ‘A,(n, r)@, the 
dimension of the left p-weight space of “A,(n, r). Now A,(n, r) is spanned 
by the coefficient functions cij, i, j:! +_n (see [lo, p. 193) and it follows 
that “A,@, r)lr is spanned by those c,~ such that the content of i is A and 
the content of i is p (see [lo, p. 361). It follows, by [lo, 2.11, that the 
dimension of “A,(n, r)p is the cardinality of the set of A-tableaux of type p 
(see [13, p. 443). But, by [13, 13.19 Theorem], this is also the dimension 
of Horn&M,(i), M&)), so the proof is complete. 
By definition, a Young module for G(r), over R, is an indecomposable 
summand of MR(;l), for some 1 E .4 + (n, r). Treatments of Young modules 
have been given by Grabmeier [S], Green [ll], and James [14]. Our 
approach is close to that of James. We see from the description of 
End RGCr)(MR(A)) as a Hecke algebra [lo, p. 821 that EndFG&MF(IZ)) is 
canonically identified with the modular reduction of End,,(,,(M,(l)). It 
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follows from “Brauer idempotent lifting” that every Young module over F 
has the form H, for some Young module H over R and conversely that H, 
is a Young module over R for every Young module H over R. 
Let H be a Young module over F. Then H is a component of MF(l) for 
some 2 E n +(n, Y). By (2.4), with p = 1, the length of a primitive orthogonal 
decomposition of 1 in End,(‘A,(n, r)) is equal to the length of a primitive 
orthogonal decomposition of 1 in End G(r)(MF(l)). It follows from (2.1), 
with R = F, thatfJ# 0 for each non-zero component J of “A,(n, r). ThusfJ 
is a non-zero component of MF(n) and every indecomposable component 
is isomorphic to some such fL Since JF(A) is an indecomposable com- 
ponent of A,(n, r) and every indecomposable summand of A,(n, r) is an 
injective indecomposable A,(n, r)-comodule, we have that H is isomorphic 
to fJF(A) for some 1~,4+(n, r) and that fJF(A) is a Young module for 
every A E /i + (n, r). 
Let J be an indecomposable summand of A,(n, Y). Then J, is indecom- 
posable (by idempotent lifting in Endd,(A.(n, Y)) and a summand of 
A,(n, r). Hence JF= JF(IZ) for some A, fJF is indecomposable, and so, a for- 
tiori, fRJ is indecomposable. Moreover, since A R(n, r) is a direct sum of 
modules isomorphic to ‘A,(n, r), A E /i + (n, r), fR J is an indecomposable 
summand of fiA.(n, r) z MR(A) and hence a Young module. Conversely, 
the argument shows that every Young module over R has the form fRJ for 
some indecomposable component J of A,(n, r). 
Now J is an indecomposable component of A.(n, r) if and only if Jo is 
an indecomposable component of A .(n, r)’ = S,(n, r), i.e., if and only if Jo 
is a projective indecomposable S,(n, r)-module. As M,(I) is self-dual, the 
dual of a Young module is a Young module, so we obtain, by the remarks 
preceding (3.3e) in [lo]: 
(2.5) For every A E A ‘(n, r), fRPR(A) is a Young module and, conversely, 
every Young module is isomorphic to some fRPR(A). 
For ,? E n +(n, r) we have the dual Specht module S,,, =fR V,,, [ 10, 
p. 911. If R is a field of characteristic 0 then { Sn,R: I E /i +(n, r)} is a full set 
of simple RG(r)-modules. Let H,,, be the Young module fRPR(A). Apply- 
ing fR to (2.2) gives: 
(2.6) The Young module H= Hi,, has a filtration H=GI, H, ,..., H,, , =O 
with Hi/Hi,, isomorphic to a direct sum of d,,n copies of Sr8,,. In 
particular, every projective indecomposable RG(r)-module has such a 
filtration. 
This gives a realisation, in terms of module filtrations, of the numerical 
result of James [14, 3.1 Theorem (ii)] (see also [lo, (6.6g)l). The last 
assertion holds since, for il column p-regular, H,., is the projective 
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envelope offL(A) and a full set of projective indecomposables i  obtained 
in this way. 
We shall need the following theorem of James. 
(2.7) For 1, u E A’(n. r) with 1 column p-regular, d,, is equal to 
[S,,: U,], the composition multiplicity of UA = fL(A) in the module S, = S,,. 
A Schur algebra proof of this is given in [lo, (6.6g)l. Note that it also 
follows from (2.6) above, taking K to have characteristic 0, via Brauer 
reciprocity. Let F, be the one-dimensional FG(r)-module affording the sign 
representation. Note that tensoring with F, determines an involution r on 
the set of column p-regular partitions, by [lo, (6.4a), (6.4b)]: 
Fu 0 Ui r U,(A), for column p-regular A. Now let A be a fixed column 
p-regular partition of r. For r E /i + (n, r), we have d,* = [S,: U,] = 
[s, 0 F, : Uj. 0 Fa] = [s,. : U,(,,] (where r’ denotes the conjugate of z [ 13, 
p. 9]), using (2.7), [13, 8.151 and self-duality of irreducible G(r)-modules 
[13, 11.51. Thus we have d,, = d,,,Cl,. Hence if z belongs to the set g(n) of 
p c n +(n, r) such that d,, # 0, then r’ > r(A) and hence r < l(I)‘. Moreover, 
z(~)‘E g(n), hence l(n)’ is the unique maximal element of g(A). We obtain, 
from (2.5) (2.6): 
(2.8) For a p-regular partition 1 of r, z(A)’ is the unique highest weight of 
PAL). 
Remark. Mullineux’s conjecture [16] purports to give an explicit com- 
binatorial description of 1. Using (2.8), we have been able to check this 
conjecture in a large number of cases (mainly with p = 3). 
Since A is column p-regular, L(1) embeds in E@‘, by [lo, Corollary to 
(6.4g)l. By contravariant duality and [lo, (3.3e), and p. 33, Example 11, 
L(A) is an epimorphic image of E@‘. Moreover, E@” is isomorphic to a 
direct summand of S,(n, r), by [lo, (6.4f)] and hence projective. Thus 
Pr(A) is isomorphic to a direct summand of E@“. Again by self-duality of 
E@“, the module PF(A)’ is isomorphic to a direct summand of Ear and 
hence of S,(n, r). Thus Pr(R)’ is a projective indecomposable S,(n, r)- 
module and, since it is isomorphic to a summand of E@‘, the Corollary of 
(6.4g) of [lo] ensures that PF(;l)‘z P&u) with p column p-regular. But 
the characters of Pr(A) and Pr(A)’ are equal [lo, (3.3e)], so (2.5) gives 
l(1)’ = z(p)‘, and hence we have: 
(2.9) For a p-regular partition 1 or r we haoe Pr(A)’ z PF(3L). 
By [ 10, (4.2b), (4.2h)], V,,,,, = V’I(l),:F embeds in P&) and hence J”& is 
an image of PJA). But PF(IZ) has a simple head LF(A), so we obtain: 
(2.10) For 1 column p-regular, V,Cnjf has a simple socle CIA. In particular, 
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for each p-regular ,u E A +(n, r), V,, has a simple socle. (A partition is 
p-regular if its conjugate is column p-regular.) 
This result has also been obtained by Kouwenhoven [15]. 
Remark. It may be possible to use (2.6) in connection with the 
Gruenberg-Roggenkamp inequality (that is, the inequality in [12, 
Proposition 21). The left-hand term in the inequality is dim H’(G, M), 
where A4 is a simple ff,G-module and G is a symmetric or alternating 
group. Taking G = G(r) and F = [F,, we have M = fL(A) = U,, for 
some ,J E A+(r, r) with 1 column p-regular, by [lo, (6.4a), (6.4b)J. 
We have H’(G(r), U,) g EXt~,,,(U,, F) z Ext&,)(U,(j.), F,), using [13, 
11.5 Theorem] and tensoring with F,. By [ 10, (6.4i)], we have a short 
exact sequence 0 -+ N -+ S*,,, + U,(i) --) 0, where N is the unique maximal 
submodule of S,(;). It follows from (2.6) that there is a short exact sequence 
O+Z+P-+S r(Z) -+ 0, where P is the projective cover of S,,j., and Z has a 
filtration with sections isomorphic to 3, for various p > z(L). Thus there is 
a submodule, say V, of P containing Z which appears in the short exact 
sequences: 
O+V-+P-+U-+O and O--+z-+ V-+N-+O. 
From the first displayed sequence and the long exact sequence, we obtain 
an isomorphism Hom,,,,( V, F,) + Ext&J(U,(i,, F,) (since P is projective). 
Assume that p #2. We have, for p> z(1), Hom,(,,(S,, F,)z 
Homo,,@, 0 F,, F) 2 HomGc,, (S,,, fl by [13, 8.15Theoreml and 
[lo, (6.3f) Theorem]. But this is 0 by a very special case of [ 13, 
13.17 Corollary] (or [4, 3.7 Theorem]). Hence Hom,,,,(N, F,)=O and 
Hom,,,,( V, F,) z Hom,,,,(N, F,) and so H’(G(r), Uj.) z Hom,,,.,(N, F,). 
In particular dim H’(G(r), U,) < [s,,,,: r’,], (the composition multiplicity 
of F, in s,,,,) which is [S,,,,@F,: F] and hence [S,,,,.: F] by [13, 
8.15 Theorem] and [ 10, (6.3f) Theorem]. Replacing 1 by z(L) we get 
dim H’(G(r), U,(,,) < [S,,: F]. 
One could obtain an explicit bound for [S,’ : F] (and hence 
dim H’(G(r), U,,,,)), in terms of 1 and r, by using the branching theorem 
[13, 9.21, and the description of the blocks of G(r) embodied in the 
Nakayama conjecture [ 13, 21.111. We do not explore this here, though it 
would be interesting to know whether this bound could be used in a proof 
of the Gruenberg-Roggenkamp inequality for all simple G(r)-modules. 
We define an equivalence relation - on n +(n, r) as follows: 
I = (A,, . . . . A,, 0, . . . . 0) -p = (p,, . . . . pr, 0, . . . . 0) if there is a permutation 
CE G(r) such that lj - iz pLaci) -a(i) modulo p for all ier. If k is an 
algebraically closed held of characteristic p then Ext&,(L,(A), L&)) = 0 
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for A, pi n’(n, r) unless 1-p. Here Lk(3L) is the Gk-socle of Y,(n), 
for 1 E n +(n, r). The statement may be deduced from the linkage prin- 
ciple [2] (or [4, 4.1 Theorem]) and [9, (2.5c)]. Thus we have 
Extkk(,,,(L,(J), L&)) = 0 unless i N p by [7, (2.lf)l. We obtain the same 
result, but with F instead of k, by comparing Ext&,r) with Ext&.+), 
where L is the algebraic closure of F, via the Universal Coefficients 
Theorem. Thus A-p whenever L(I) and L(p) are in the same block of 
S,(n, r). 
Let SR(4 r) = OgE io Z be an S,Jn, r)-bimodule (and hence G, x GR- B 
module) decomposition with indecomposable summands. It follows from 
[6, 2.6(6), 2.7(l)] and (1.5) above (dualising and using [S, 3.2.51) that 
each Z, has a G, x G.-module filtration with quotients V,,, q I’I*,R, 
I E LI + (n, r), each occurring in exactly one Z, and with multiplicity one in 
the Z, in which it occurs. By idempotent lifting, each Z,,= FOR Z, is 
indecomposable, as an S&r, r)-bimodule. Hence if VI.,A LS VI,*,R and 
v,R ’ v,* R occur as sections of some Z,, then V,,, and I’P,F belong to 
the same block of S,(n, r) and 2 -p. 
We identify a pair (A, p) E n x n with a character of T, x T, in the 
obvious way. We have a functor @ from Mod(G, x GR) to 
Mod(R(G(r) x G(r))) (a double Schur functor) defined by analogy with 1: 
For VE Mod(G, x G,), g(V) is the weight space V(w,-o) on which 
G(r)x G(r) acts naturally. It is easy to check, as in [IO, (6.ld)], that 
F(S,(n, r))zRG(r) (RG(r) regarded as a G(r)xG(r)-module in the 
usual way). We thus have a G(r) x G(r)-module decomposition 
RG(r) = Ops a F(Z,). 
Now P( I’*, q YI*,R)= VTR q V5yR= S,, q VG~~ and, moreover, 
V I*,R is dual to Y,(J) so that I/>; is dual to Y,(L)‘. But Y,(L)” is the 
Specht module SL,, (see [lo, pp. 89, 901, and its dual is_S,,, by [lo, p. 93, 
Remark 31. Hence R(Z,) has a filtration with sections SI,R q SI,,R, and if 
Sj.,R E Sj.,R and S,,, IX S,,, both occur in S(Zp), then 1~ /L. However, we 
know from the Nakayama conjecture (see [ 13, p. 851) that the blocks of 
RG(r) are in one-one correspondence with the - equivalence classes of 
,4 +(n, r). It follows that 1~81 is exactly the number of equivalence classes 
and that T(Z,) are the block components of RG(r). We summarise our 
findings: 
(2.11) Let M be a block component of RG(r), let UA be a simple module 
belonging to M, and let 9 be the N equivalence class of A’(n, r) containing 
1. Then there is some labelling A,, &, ..,, I, of the elements of 9 such that M 
has an R(G(r) x G(r))-module filtration 0 = MO, MI, . . . . Mb = M with 
M,/M,- I r s,, EI sn,,R, for all i E b. 
Again, since (91 is the number of - equivalence classes, we must have 
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that V,,, 18 VI.*,R and Vp,R q Vp.,R are sections of the same Z, whenever 
,I - p. Therefore VA,R and VP,, are in the same block whenever 1 -p, and 
so L(A) and L(p) (the heads of V,,, and V,,,) are in the same block of 
S,(n, Y) whenever 1 -,u. We have demonstrated therefore that the 
Nakayama conjecture holds for S,(n, r). 
(2.12) For r < n and 1,~ E A’(n, r), L(1) and L(p) are in the same block 
of S,(n, r) if and only if A - p. 
The condition r < n is crucial here and the problem of determining the 
blocks of S,(n, r), for r > n, is open. 
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